Welcome to your Extra Digital Edition of the July Magazine
A selection of articles and colour pictures from our main printed
July Mayfield Church and Village News
This month’s digital July magazine is a supplement to our main magazine that we
have been fortunate enough to return to its main printed format. Our July edition of
the Mayfield Church and Village News , is once again an actual magazine that
you can hold in your hands and turn real pages, back and forth to read the
articles and items in any order you want, the first time people have been able to
do that since the beginning of March some three months ago and is full our
regular articles and features as well as the latest information about what’s been
happening in the village.
We still have a presence online though! During that period we placed the
magazine online with three magazines uploaded for April, May and June with a
host of other articles and pictures about lockdown, our village and our countryside
in one of the most beautiful Spring season we have had. Over 300 people have
downloaded the magazines and they are still there for you to download or read
online at https://www.mayfieldparishchurch.org/magazine.html
However, we recognise that not all of our 270 plus subscribers can access the
internet and most of us like to have a real magazine in their hands to read just
where and when they want. So with restrictions continuing to ease, our printers
went back at work and our July magazine was distribute to subscribers across the
village at the very end of June.
This online supplement. However, the online edition allowed us to publish many
more photos and in colour, simply impossible with the cost of printing. So we load
up each month on the website the magazine articles containing photos in full
colour so you can really appreciate the views and the wildlife we feature, along
with a couple of the current months articles some full, some part published to
give a flavour of the full magazine .
So if you are reading this online and do not have the full magazine, but would like
a copy each month with all the full articles then you can subscribe by contacting
Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 346959 or Stephen, Email:
s.w.dunn@btconnect.com or Tel. 342188. The magazine cost £6 a year but if
you subscribe from July onwards it will be just £3 and we deliver to your door if in
Mayfield or could arrange top post it to you (postage extra)
By having both a printed magazine (48 pages this month) and a web presence
(25 pages) we hope to keep serving the village going forward.
Enough of our talking, on with the magazine supplement – may it give you
pleasure and enjoyment throughout the glorious month of July. The Editors

Mayfield Church
Mayfield Church reopens this month on a limited basis observing social distancing
and Coronavirus safety measures. Below are two important articles from our
Minister Martin Soar and Church Warden Charles Wimbush about the reopening.

Mayfield Church Now Open for Personal Prayer times,
Dear Friends,
I am pleased to tell you that Mayfield Church is now open for personal prayer and
quiet reflection at the following times:
Sundays, from 9.30 a.m. to 10.15 a.m.
Wednesdays, from 5.30 p.m to 6.30 p.m.
The ‘summons’ bell will ring on Sundays from 9.15 a.m. and the church will be
prepared for a safe and, I hope, restorative visit - for you alone, or with your
household. The lights will be on, the seating clearly marked out (there will be
seating pads to show you or your household where you may sit - always in
alternate pews), and there will be hand gel and paper towels on the left as you
walk in. Both sides of the main door will be wide open for when you arrive and
leave. A set of reminders will be placed on the tabletop on the right as you enter.
Please do come at any time within these allocated periods and be assured that
the church will have been cleaned and will not have been occupied within the
previous 72 hours.
You may wonder why Sunday opening cannot be at the usual 10.45 time; this is
because I will continue to provide the ‘Zoom’ service at 10.30 which has been
running for some weeks now.
• If you’re not already part of this and would like to be, please let me know BY
EMAIL and I will ensure that you receive the weekly password.
• Also, please remember that the two opening times are not church
services: they are for personal and quiet prayer and reflection only.
Therefore, and for public health reasons, singing cannot be permitted, but we may
have some suitable music playing quietly. Neither can we hand out prayer books
or bibles, so please bring your own, or perhaps the weekly Church at Home
leaflet, which has resources for prayer, worship and reflection. The latter (on
paper, or brought in on your mobile phone?) would mean that we’d be ‘on the
same hymn sheet’ (alas, without the singing!) which would give a limited measure
of corporate worship between us. But whatever you bring, you must
remember to take it away with you.
A PCC member will open the Church and lock up afterwards, and I will usually be
present and available, at a ‘social distance’. If you’ve any uncertainties or

questions, please contact me or Charles Wimbush (01335 324083, or email
charles.wimbush382@btinternet.com)
I am often asked when funerals, services of bereavement, weddings, baptisms,
and normal Sunday services will resume. Currently, possibilities are very limited,
and advice from government and diocese changes frequently and evolves,
sometimes almost from day to day. We can, however make plans for a gradual
opening up of possibilities.
With kind regards,
Martin
07952 610677 msoar54@gmail.com

Arrangements for individual prayer at the Church and future
changes.
The Church is now open for individual prayer and, at the time of writing, Churches
may be open from July 4th for ‘services.’ The Government and, importantly the
Diocese will, in time allow a variety of services, but; for the time being, Mayfield
Church will not be open for baptisms or ‘conventional’ Sunday services. Weddings
of limited attendance are permitted and, of course, so are funerals. These are the
first steps and are most welcome.
The Church Standing Committee met mid-June to discuss this development. We
agreed on the following matters:
The Church would open every Sunday at 9.30 until 10.15. This earlier time would
not clash with the very successful Zoom service that Martin takes, commencing at
1030, every Sunday. A summons, single bell would be rung from 9.15 to 9.30.
The Church would also be open for reflection and prayer every Wednesday 5.30
to 6.30 – no bell would be rung on this day.
A member of the PCC would open the church at 9.25 or 5.25 on the respective
days, and lock it up at 10.15 or 6.30. He or she would put out the seat places
ensuring that alternate pews were used, a total of 12 positions. (i.e. one person, a
couple or family, per position). Martin will be present at these times and the
volunteer would be required to return to the Church and lock it up. He or she
would ensure that hand washing and hand gel and paper towels were available:
they should ensure that both sides of the main Church door are kept open.
We have prepared a risk-assessments; made changes to layout and roped off
areas to make it safe for the congregation, without making the Church look like a
cordoned accident site. The various notices are discrete, unambiguous and will
ensure that the Church is safe and will continue to give comfort to everyone.
In due course we can begin to run services of bereavement, baptisms, Morning
Prayer; but for now, we cannot sing, cannot handle prayer books belonging to the
church or relax any of those social distancing rules.
Charles Wimbush

The Beauty of Mayfield

A clear warm day so still that the River Dove is like a reflective mirror, but it’s hard to get to the water’s edge for the sheer number of plants and
wild flowers all at their very best. Mayfield really is a beautiful place to be in July. Enjoy our countryside this summer.

MAYFIELD JULY BIRD AND NATURE WATCH
While we have all been in Lockdown and staying at home and keeping safe the
wildlife has been having a great year. There has been more young birds this year
than I have seen before. The second brood of blackbirds have fledged and are
enjoying coming to the birdfeeders along with young goldfinches and their parents
who are busy feeding them non-stop.
A family of Greenfinches came too, the first time we’ve seen them. The Blue tits
who nested in our new bird box have flown along with a very noisy family of
sparrows who nested not only in our garden hedge, an old thick hedge where they
are safe but also in an old House Martins nest above our kitchen door, but what
was the noisiest of them all were the Starlings! I’ve heard from lots of you about
the numbers of Starlings that suddenly appear in your gardens, as many as forty
or fifty, sometimes more. There were lots of young demanding food from their
parents, fat balls seemed to be their favourite and ……. The rest of this article can be
found in the July edition of the printed magazine. To get the magazine Contact Joyce, Email:
beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen, Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

Conversations of Birdwatchers
Hello Rick, Hope you are keeping well. What funny weather we are having this year,
after being so hot its now cold and windy, but the rain is very welcome. We have
had lots of young blackbirds ……………………..
Hi Joyce , The star of the past week is a Kestrel which started making daily visits
to the meadow next to us, and then began using our chimney stack as one of its
lookout posts! Photo attached. Regards Rick

Under a Mayfield Sky – Photograph by Martin Balderson

This female Goldfinch was perched on our fence feeding a baby which is not much smaller than the adult - no wonder
they are eating us out of house and home!

My Month - Scavenger Hunts, Ogres and a Good Sit Down
As readers of the previous three online issues will know a lot has been happening
in our village during lockdown. We have had monkeys running amok in front
gardens, dinosaurs roaming free, raising funds for the NHS, socially distanced VE
Day street parties complete with flags and bunting and especially for families a
Children's Scavenger & Treasure Hunt! The Scavenger Hunt took place in the
churchyard during what would have been the Whitsun half term holiday and
proved to be a real family favourite with both children and parents.
To record it and write an article for last month’s magazine I went down on the
morning of the first day to find out what it was all about and found a mum and two
boys already taking part; the boys running everywhere and Mum decidedly
pleased that others were helping to entertain/ educate her children giving her a
much needed break. And that was the general feeling of the many families I met
that week as I walked through the churchyard as part of a daily walk. Socially
distanced conversations with happy parents ranged from ‘what a good idea’, and
‘it helps them burn off that energy’, through to ‘they are learning things we didn’t
know or had forgotten” and ‘they love to explore with the promise of treasure at
the end’ ( lollipops in a small bucket concealed in yew tree).
This was all good stuff I thought, but didn’t really apply it to me (a small sticky
lollipop so attractive to a small boy no longer applying to a more mature man) until
towards the end of the week I met a lady sitting on one of the seats enjoying the
sunshine. We exchanged pleasantries about the weather (well we are British after
all), and she pointed to two girls, one about ten one about seven, busy doing the
quiz. ‘They’re mine’ she said, ‘really having a good time, they’re loving it, but’, and
she laughed ‘don’t tell them - I am having an even better time. Where else can
you sit in the sun and watch your children playing and exploring inside a safe
space without worrying or having to run after them. This is the life; my only worry
is that they will finish the clues too soon’. I laughed, agreed with her and walked
on as the girls ran up to her with some exciting news of a clue found.
And as the two girls ran off again to find their next clue and explore, the lady’s
comments and the scavenger hunt itself suddenly struck home and my memory
instantly transported me back 25yrs to another scavenger hunt with two similar
aged children, my daughters. On that occasion it was me on a seat enjoying a
warm afternoon with the same sentiments as the lady. However, my daughters’
hunt was not in a churchyard nor did they find treasure of a lollipop to eat. Their
hunt was in a fairy-tale land of sorts and the treasure they found was of a very
different size, a great big real and alive Ogre! Yep, a full Shrek size ogre found
and bagged as treasure by two under tens!
It was our annual summer holiday taken in Scotland on the River Dee near
Balmoral. Two weeks in beautiful countryside with castles and lochs to explore
and mountains…well hills to climb; nice when you are an adult but quickly losing

interest for two girls aged 8 and 6. The hotel complex we were staying at had a
swimming pool and a kids’ club but that meant staying on site when the days were
glorious and the two S’s called, that’s scenery and shops to be more precise.
For two weeks we were in a self-catering lodge and we ate in most days so
several times we would have to go food shopping or to be more precise Mummy
Mary would go food shopping whilst Daddy Stephen amused the two girls. Now
there were plenty of food shops where we were but in far off Aberdeen some 50
minutes away were giant supermarkets nestled amongst many other shops that
ladies in particular liked to visit, including dress shops and all those other shops
ladies just need to visit to try things on and maybe buy a holiday purchase or two
- purchases not made easy by having a husband and two small children in tow. So
in later years with girls out of the toddler ‘we want mummy stage’, Mary would aim
to have a day all to herself shopping whilst Daddy tried to amuse two energetic
youngsters who wanted fun and adventure.
The solution was found in a rather weird little park we had discovered when first
coming to Scotland. Near Aberdeen, some 40 minutes away, was a little family
attraction built on land owned by a commercial rose grower in a small valley or
glen and on their land they had built a tea room with gardens to help sell the roses
to the public. In time they added home-made fibreglass statues of animals and
fairy tale characters hidden amongst the flowerbeds to amuse children and
families and it all took off from there. By the time we arrived in the late eighties
the statues had taken over and it was now called ‘Andersons Storybook Glen’ full
of all those fairy-tale and storybook characters that you and your children
remember from childhood along with modern day Film and TV equivalents from
Dorothy and friends from the Wizard of Oz to Postman Pat. They were arranged
in different “lands” to explore along with playground slides and seesaws keeping
the rose borders at bay with the highlights being Old McDonalds petting farm at
the far end complete with lambs, Shetland ponies and Vietnamese pot-bellied pigs
and a child friendly tearoom and shop built as a castle at the start.
The girls loved it. You entered through real stone turrets of a child sized castle,
could sit with Humpty Dumpty on his wall, go to the ball with Cinderella in her full
size pumpkin coach, go inside the old lady’s giant shoe and ‘drive’ Postman Pat’s
van. There were also more scary things to see including witches and goblins
chasing fairies, the big bad wolf and a giant ogre; before you got to pet the lambs
and Shetlands ponies in the farm - but not the pigs – Mary was having no pig
based petting despite the pigs looking cute and other kids having a good stroke.
And between these delights were rose and flower beds and fountains and streams
with rustic seats to encourage adults to sit and enjoy the views and the scents and
colours of nature – what more could you ask. We went every year as the girls
grew up and…………………. The rest of this article can be found in the July edition of the
printed magazine. To get the magazine Contact Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or
Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen, Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

On-line Charity Plant Sale: Free Delivery in Mayfield

Crocosmia

Aster – Michaelmas daisy

Yellow Loosestrife

MARNA launches an internet plant shop with all proceeds going towards the outdoor
gym and playground at the Mayfield Recreational Association.
We have a large range of lovely cottage garden plants, herbs vegetables and
shrubs. There are also two tree saplings which were grown by the children in Henry
Prince School Gardening Club.
We deliver for free within Mayfield. You can pay on-line by Paypal / credit card or
cash on delivery. When social distancing rules ease plants can also be collected
from Upper Mayfield with cash payment.

Lady’s Mantle

Variegated Weigela

Peacock Orchid
Acidanthera

Plants are grown according to organic principles and are in a variety of pot sizes
from 13 to 24 cm diameter. Most plants are £3 or four for £10. All pots are donated
so we can't guarantee what size pot you will get but it will be as large as possible.

Take a look at the plant shop at https://marna.org.uk/plant-shop/. Plant Shop: The
Cliff, Leek Road, DE6 2HR. Tel 01335 348308

Face Masks available in Mayfield from Loopy Loop Sewing Studio

A local business right here in Mayfield is helping people in the current pandemic
by hand making high quality washable face masks. Ewa Morszner who runs
Loopy Loop Sewing Studio in Holme Bank tells us just what happened.
‘After the announcement of the corona virus pandemic in March, I thought that I
could use my Sewing and tailoring skills to help. There were a number of items
that were in demand at the time I.e. Nurses scrubs, dirty scrub bags and sweat
bands. I was really excited to help the cause; however, I became ill with the virus
myself and needless to say I wasn’t 100% for some time after that.
But still I was determined to help. I decided to start smaller and so I researched
making facemasks. I was soon experimenting with the different patterns, fabrics
and filters before I came up with the design I liked. I began making some for my
friends and family and then made them for my local community by using an
honesty scheme at my front door. They have been extremely popular.
I only believed I would sell a handful, but I have found myself making more and
more to keep up with demand. This makes me so happy and proud that I could
help. I hope to carry on until we see the end of these crazy times. I have plenty of
masks available in medium (£2.50) and large (£3.00) and small made by request
(£2). These are washable masks made of cotton and fitted with medical grade
filters. Please feel free to call me on 07453 451354 or come and see me, I am
home most afternoons at 7 Holme Bank DE6 2HX. And, of course, I am still doing
my usual alterations and ironing services.
Thank you so much for supporting my little enterprise, Ewa

New Walk of Encouragement in Mayfield Churchyard.

Two of the nine stations on the walk in the churchyard at the War memorial and the
old Village cross
Following on from the successful family scavenger hunt last month, there is a new
activity in place in Mayfield churchyard developed by our minister Martin Soar.
This time however it is a walk of encouragement with nine separate ‘stations’ spread
about the churchyard each one with promises or encouragement from the ‘Good
Book’. The furthest one away from the church is by the seat in the lower part of the
churchyard currently used for burials and others are placed at strategic points a you
walk around the churchyard. Some points have a seat or a bench to allow you to sit
and meditate on the words you read.
The walk is designed to let people take as long as they wish, whilst observing social
distancing and Martin hopes that people will be encouraged and refreshed as they
enjoy this short walk in the heart of our community.
S.D.

Dear Friends, I write this on St. John the Baptist’s day (24/6) in a pleasant park
filled with the scent of lime trees, in Southampton, birth-place of hymn-writer Isaac
Watts, 1674-1748, (When I survey ..., Joy to the World, etc), of whom there’s a
statue right before me - erected by the Earl of Shaftesbury a century later.

Both, in their way, ‘Saints’ who made a lasting mark on the world. They led
privileged lives, except that Watts, as a nonconformist, was barred from Oxford
and Cambridge - then, Anglicans only! They had their struggles and battles. The
more so did two much more senior Saints: John the Baptist himself, and the
apostle Peter, whose ‘day’ is next week.
We church-goers regularly affirm, ‘I believe ... in the communion of saints’
What, then is a ‘Saint’? If we try to recall all we know about Saints John and Peter,
what were the significant milestones along their journey? What processes were
going on with them in the procession of events in their lives? It’s worth delving
into, and thinking, What questions would I like to ask them?
For example, Did John, in prison, feel abandoned by cousin Jesus? (See Matthew
ch.11) And did he find Jesus’ answer to his request for re-assurance that Jesus
was truly Messiah, the ‘real deal’, somewhat cold? Was Peter always very

‘saintly’? Or was his direction of travel more important? And who it was he was
walking with? It’s said, ‘Every saint has a past, every sinner, a future!’ Our Saviour
is ‘full of grace and truth’, as a different St John wrote in his gospel.
‘Holy One’ is another way of saying ‘Saint’. What does that mean? The intros to
some of Paul’s letters use that term instead of ‘Saint’ - bible translations vary (eg
Romans 1.7, & the Corinthian letters). Do we find this use of the word surprisingly
inclusive of ‘ordinary’ people? Who then, are the Saints in Alton, Bradley,
Ellastone, Mayfield, Stanton?
I can think of plenty of ‘Saints’ who don’t have that title, who have encouraged me
in my journey so far. Who are yours? Who are you a ‘Saint’ to?
I am grateful for John’s and Peter’s honesty, struggles, growing trust, and
tremendous courage. They were real people, not made of stained glass. They put
my life in a proper perspective, and likewise, the present difficulties of our own
times.
Regarding which, the present Walk of Encouragement in Mayfield Churchyard is
offered as just that. Some in our communities have had very hard things to face:
unsupported bereavements, loss of business, isolation ... and it’s not over yet.
Things may be easing, but less so for the more vulnerable.
And so, if you’re able to, enjoy a walk around the church garden, and receive
some refreshment from blessings and promises from the ‘Good Book’. These
resources are easily transportable, and if you’re reading this in one of the other
villages, they can easily be set up in your churchyard too, for you and the
communities you live in. You all have beautiful churchyards for a great setting.
You may be asking, ‘when will church services resume as before?’ That’s
addressed, for Mayfield, in the following pages, but official recommendations and
ambiguities make a rapidly changing picture.
Now let’s read that exchange between the Baptist and his cousin, Jesus:
When John, in prison, heard about the deeds of the Messiah, he sent his disciples
to ask him, ‘Are you the one who is to come, or should we expect someone else? ’
Jesus replied, ‘Go back and report to John what you hear and see: the blind
receive sight, the lame walk, those who have leprosy are cleansed, the deaf hear,
the dead are raised, and the good news is proclaimed to the poor. Blessed is
anyone who does not stumble on account of me.’ (Matthew 11:2-6)

Perhaps the message to John (and to us) is this: things may be grim, but change
is in the air. Even if the worst happens (and life here ends for all of us!) keep going
- with me - and the good news will outlast everything that life can throw at us.
Saints hold on to this, and carry on.
With kind regards, Martin 07952 610677

msoar54@gmail.com

The Beauty of Mayfield - 2

Back on the River Dove and a pair of swans take their very young cygnet ,still covered in down, for his first paddle except youngster either goes
on ahead or strays off course leaving mother to chase (well glide actually) after him! It’s all happening in Mayfield!

Morse the Dog Arrives at Pendlewych
Well, I don’t know who was more nervous ……. me or Kim and Mal! You see, it’s a
very long time since the girls have had any responsibility for anyone or anything and
their lives have very much been their own! Not anymore! I will make sure of that!!
For the first two nights at home, the girls had prepared me a den in their bedroom
and I do have to compliment them on their efforts. I might not have appeared
grateful at the time but I am – honestly! A lovely new comfy bed and en suite too!
Fresh water and a biscuit treat at bedtime. The advice they had been given was
that so long as I could see them and hear them from the confines of my own
bedroom, then I wouldn’t miss my brothers and sisters too much and I would settle
down fairly quickly for a good night’s sleep. Good advice and makes perfect sense
but I didn’t agree! I DID miss my siblings and I wanted to be even closer to Kim and
Mal. I have to admit I did make rather a fuss about not getting my own way!
Anyway, by the third night, Kim and Mal decided that if I was going to cry, whine and
squeak throughout the night despite being so near to them, then I might just as well
be as far away as possible from their bedside and, even if I didn’t get much sleep,
they might get a bit more. So, my bedroom moved downstairs to the utility room and
kitchen. Apparently, this was always the plan but it was supposed to be a gradual
move once I’d settled in. My own fault I know but I can’t help it if I am such a very
affectionate dog and the fact is that I do not like being on my own – at all!
I know this sounds as though I have a stubborn and naughty streak but really it’s not
that – I love them both so much already and I think we should be together 24/7!! I
still make my views known when it’s bedtime, I don’t want them to think that they
have won just yet – and ….. maybe they haven’t!!! I also like an early start to my
day – I’ve got so much energy after a few hours of sleep and I want to play. I’m not
sure that the girls want quite such an early start as me and they certainly don’t seem
to have much energy at 5am!!!
I have only been living at Pendlewych for a few weeks and already I have had so
many exciting adventures. I’ve been out in the car, shopped at Pets at Home, I’ve
had some very interesting walks, I’ve had several visitors and I’ve even shopped
online – it was Kim’s birthday!!! I’ve explored the garden – I love running at top
speed through the grasses on the beach and then diving right into the middle of one
of them – I like collecting shells, seaweed and driftwood and can see why Kim keeps
saying she would like to be a professional beachcomber.
For the first week at home, I wasn’t allowed a proper walk until my vaccinations had
had time to work so Kim carried me in a little rucksack. It was brilliant – I loved it! I
could see everything that was going on and it was great to be out and about in the
big wide world and get used to all the noises and smells. I was mistaken for a teddy
bear quite a few times!!!

After that first week, I started to go out on my lead and harness and my walks have
been amazing. I still feel a bit scared when I first go out of the garden and I have a
habit of sitting down and refusing to move – I think Kim gets a bit annoyed about this
and thinks I should look forward to my walks and enjoy them. But once I’ve had a
little carry ….. or two ….. or three …… then I feel a bit more brave and confident and
I’m raring to go. I love going for rides in the car and we had a brilliant day out along
the Froghall Canal. I had my very first picnic and have had another one or two more
since then. I walked almost all the way to the Black Lion pub but, unfortunately, of
course, due to lock down, it was closed. I hope next time I go it will be open and so
do Kim and Mal. They keep telling me all about pubs and how much they miss
them. Apparently, all their walks used to involve a pub en route and it has been
quite a shock to their systems to have to walk past their favourite haunts without
being able to pop in. They have promised to take me to lots of them as soon as
restrictions are lifted – I hope I don’t have to wear a mask though!!
I met a beautiful little dog called Darcey along the towpath and she was only a few
weeks older than me. She was so playful and friendly – it was great fun!! Kim
carried me in my rucksack on the way back because I’m not supposed to have long
walks until I’m at least 6 months’ old. I have made so many friends already on my
walks round the village – human and canine! I’m still a bit shy sometimes but once
Kim and Mal let me know I’m amongst friends and there’s nothing to worry about,
then I feel happier and I do enjoy all the fuss that people make of me.

Most of the dogs I’ve met want to play and they have been very gentle with me even
the really big dogs that I’ve met – they are like giants. I think I prefer dogs that are
about the same size as me. One of my favourite human friends is Kath and she
always gives me a drink of water when we call and we often have a cuddle and chat

too. I have also met Martin and Margaret’s granddaughter, Charlotte. She is so
pretty and she absolutely loved me – I think her mum and dad quite liked me too. I
can’t wait to see her again. (You can see our pictures on the previous page. I think
you wil agree they are almost as nice as me)
Becky came to see me from Liverpool. I know it was me she came to see, not her
mum or Mal. She fell in love with me instantly and wanted to take me home with
her! I can’t blame her – I am very cute and irresistible – everyone says so!! I’ve also
been paddling in streams and fords and I love that!! It’s so refreshing when I’m out
walking and handy for a drink too on these warm sunny days! Kim and Mal can’t
wait to take me to the seaside – to a “real” beach – and I have to say that the
thought of that is very exciting.
I might be going on my first holiday soon with the girls and Kim’s Dad to The Lake
District – we are in the hands of Boris and his government’s decisions. Kim’s Dad
has a Yorkshire Terrier called Misty and she will be coming too. I haven’t met her
yet but I’m sure we’ll get along just fine. The sleeping arrangements could be
interesting though!!!! I hope we manage to get away and then I will be able to tell
you all about it!!!

Stay safe everyone!!

Morse the Dog xx

UP AND DOWN THE GARDEN PATH
‘How does your garden’ grow’? This year has been a bit of a challenge to all
gardeners, too wet to begin with, then too dry and too windy, then a hard frost,
windy again, then no rain.
The thunderstorm we had recently bought some very welcome rain, it doesn’t matter
how many times we water the garden, nothing perks up our plants like rain water.
Suddenly everything looks fresh and green.
Some carrot seeds I sowed recently and had showed no sign of coming up, all
appeared after the rain and are now growing well. The courgettes are doing really
well too, also the salad crops and cabbages. The runner beans still look a bit
spindly but have flowers on, I’ve planted another late sowing of them in a large pot
and will grow them up a ‘wigwam’ five or six beans will produce a decent sized
crop.
The new variety of tomatoes I planted have been a bit of an experiment but I hope
will do well. They are called Maskotka and are a bush tomato. The seed packet said
they will grow either in a hanging basket or a pot. They all grew well, too well really,
and because they were in the greenhouse and then outside in nice weather and
then back inside when the weather changed, they have grown tall and have had to
be staked. (It didn’t say that on the packet).
Finally they have gone outside permanently, all in pots as……. The rest of this article
can be found in the July edition of the printed magazine. To get the magazine Contact Joyce,
Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen, Email:
s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

Under a Mayfield Sky – Photograph by Martin Balderson

We were walking the ridge walk and as we passed Ashfield Farm just before the 5 holiday caravans there was the hare
standing stock still on Mr Tatlow’s drive.

SHEEP SHEARING TIME

As you have been walking out this month around the village you may well have
seen a traditional farming activity taking place, the shearing of sheep. This picture,
taken by reader Tony East of sheep shearer in full flow and a sheep as not so
willing participant was taken at Holme Farm in Middle Mayfield. But why exactly
do we need to shear sheep? We turned to farmers daughter and Editor Joyce
Beeson for more information: ‘It’s that time of year when sheep are sheared. Unlike most other animals’ sheep
don’t naturally moult. Their wool grows thick and heavy and they can overheat
and die. Also all kinds of pests and maggots get caught up in the fleece and
cause infection.
It’s important that sheep are sheared while they are feeding their lambs. If the
fleece is too thick and long the lambs struggle to feed from their mothers and can
die from starvation.
Shearing sheep is a great skill and shearers are taught to handle the sheep with
care so as not to cause any injury. It takes a skilled shearer only a few minutes to
shear a sheep’.
So next time you get into a conversation about sheep shearing on the Archers or
Countryfile you have all the information you need to be the local expert thanks to
Joyce and Tony.
JB & SD

Arnie Rainbow is a regular contributor to the magazine and has several pieces in
this issue. Just as Arnie gave us the following piece he just heard that it had won
a competition held by The Association of Christian Writers (Arnie belongs to their
Derby Branch: Cafe Writers) & will be published in their summer edition of 'The
Christian Writer'. Following this piece are two reflections Arnie has written on
Spring and elsewhere ruminations on the name Rainbow . The Editors

My Writing Journey
My journey started in year one RE class. We were challenged to write a proverb of
our very own. It's sixty years on but I'm pretty sure this shy ten-year old was the
only lad to come up with something: “A mistake is the source of learning”. The
teacher seemed surprised, maybe because I was the youngest in the class.
Mum and dad were very political (left-wing: they called it 'progressive' in those
days); so I guess deep-thinking was in my DNA. Anyway, the annual Daily Worker
rally at the Albert Hall gave me my first taste of protest music from the likes of
Pete Seeger and Ewan Mc Coll. I was immediately struck by how song could be
harnessed to share concerns and beliefs.
Then, as now, protest singers had plenty to protest about: it was the time of the
Cold War, the Vietnam War and apartheid, not to mention the struggle for workers
rights. Woody Guthrie – the granddaddy of protest singers – put it thus, “The job
of the folk singer is to comfort the challenged and to challenge the
comfortable”. That cut deep with me. It became my mantra. Later, as my
atheistic outlook evolved into Christian faith, I reflected how close Woody's words
were to Jesus' teaching. Growing up with the likes of Bob Dylan and Tom Paxton, I
couldn't wait to get my first guitar and to write songs that would put the world to
rights.
At school, I excelled in natural sciences and I became even more convinced that
religion was nothing more than superstitious nonsense, as Marx put it “the opium
of the proletariat”. The Vatican's support of Franco in the Spanish Civil War only
confirmed that view and I entered university in the firm belief that science and
socialist revolution would solve all of mankind's problems. However, I had a
cautious affection for Jesus: after all, he advocated care of the needy – very much
in tune with my socialist beliefs. I guess I saw Him as a sort of “holy” Che
Guevara. Soon my beliefs, and non-beliefs, were to be shaken to the core. In an
attempt to reduce indelible graffiti in the college toilets, blackboards had been
fitted to the inside of cubicle doors and sticks of chalk provided. Thus, it came to
pass, that I was confronted with “Kill a commie for Christ”.
After a moment's contemplation, I retorted …… The rest of this article can be found in
the July edition of the printed magazine. To get the magazine Contact Joyce, Email:
beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen, Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

Village Walk – June 2020
We were not expecting to go on a village walk for some time but our
‘phone rang and Vic suggested that we meet up as Boris had just
announced that a small group of people could get together in the open
air, Great, we thought and dusted off our walking boots.
Tuesday brought a delightfully sunny morning and we set off across the
fields to meet six others at the Church rooms. As two of us had been too
enthusiastic with a skipping rope and complained of sprained calf
muscles only six of us set off.
We did one of Paul’s and mine favourite local walks. Keeping to the
required social distance, of course, we walked along the river to Toad
Hole Bridge, not crossing it but keeping along beside the river and on to the fields
below Dovedale House.
Now we have taken to having some refreshments at the end of our
walks, but with places being closed Vic suggested that we bring our own, so we
sat on a bank and got out our flasks and some oat and raisin
cookies I had
made for the occasion. Paul and Bob went to investigate a construction (below) by
a weir while the rest of us enjoyed the sunshine.

[That construction sitting enigmatically on the river bank would be the Norbury
Weir a 100kW single turbine hydroelectric station which has been generating
electricity since its construction in 2016. As part of its construction, a new best

practice fish pass was built allowing salmon and trout to ascend the weir and reach
historic spawning grounds on the river – The Editors].

Carrying on the walk we climbed a bank, over a stile and along the track leading
to the main road to Ellastone, crossing this and following the track leading to
Ashfield Farm. We had a chat to Arthur and gleaned some more interesting
details of our beloved neighbour and her school days!
We then picked up the Limestone Way and followed this, then dropped down to
the end of Hollow lane; rather overgrown so take your own machete if you follow
this walk.
From the end of Hollow Lane we parted company and made our own ways home.
A lovely walk making us feel very fortunate to live in such a delightful part of the
country and to have lovely friends to share it with.
Mandy Miles

July Jumble!
Anagrams for the Month
Can you work out what these should be? Some of them are more than one word

1. A D E H I L M M O R S U Y
2.EHINNSSU
3. G I I M M N S W
4. A C D D D E E E E I N N N P Y
5. A A C C E E I M N R V
6. A D H I I N S S S T T W Y
7. A A B D E I L L S T Y
8. B D E E M O P R S Y
9. C I L M O P S Y
10. A C C E H I I I K N N P P R T

Answers:
1. Summer holiday 2. Sunshine 3. Swimming 4. Independence Day 5. Ice Cream Van 6.
St Swithins Day 7. Bastille Day 8. Epsom Derby 9. Olympics 10. Picnic in the Park

TWO EASY TASTY RECIPES
Two simple recipes making use of leftovers
HAM and LEEK MACARONI CHEESE
A tasty way of using leftovers from a gammon joint.
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
2 leeks chopped, or spring onions, or finely chopped white onions.
250g Macaroni
40g Butter or margarine
40g plain flour
½ teaspoon mustard powder (optional)
1pt 2fl oz milk
6oz cheese – any flavour
5oz left over ham, cut into bite size pieces
Heat the oil in a large pan, add the leeks (or onions) and cook slowly until
tender. Meanwhile cook the Macaroni in a pan of boiling water for 10
minutes (or as instructions on the packet)
Heat the oven to 190c or 170 fan.
Melt the butter in a medium pan, add the flour and stir to make a paste, cook
for 2 minutes, add the mustard if using and slowly pour in the milk, bring to
the boil, then simmer for 4-5 minutes stirring all the time until thickened.
Add the cheese and stir well.
Put the Macaroni in an ovenproof dish, add the leeks (or onions) and ham
and pour over the sauce and mix. Bake in the oven for 20-25 minutes until
bubbling around the edges. Serve immediately.

CORONATION CHICKEN
A simple way to use leftover Chicken, either as a sandwich filling or served with
salad, chopped herbs can added if desired.
500g cooked chicken, cut into small pieces
2-3 tsp curry powder or to taste
2 tbsp mango chutney
1-3 tsp sultanas
6oz mayonnaise
Simply mix all the ingredients together. There are lots of different recipes for
Coronation Chicken but this is the easiest and quickest.

The Beauty of Mayfield - 3

A full panorama of the valley from Middle to Church Mayfield with a field of crops growing nicely, all under a beautiful cloud flecked sky brings
this supplement to a close. S.D.

